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A man, who perceives sensations, discovers his own senses in a new shape, through a woman as his unique object of perception, giving each sense a new meaning by this new discovering process.

He discovers by seeing his touching capabilities: looking at the woman, he finds out how to detect, through his sight, the woman’s shape and her body surface.

He discovers by tasting his smell capabilities: he detects the woman’s smell, licking her skin.

He discovers by hearing his sight capabilities: he perceives the woman’s distance and position, by the sounds she produces while moving around.

He discovers by smelling his taste capabilities: he has the sensation of her skin taste by sniffing her arm.

He discovers by touching his hear capabilities: he puts his hand on the woman’s breast, listening to the intensity and frequencies of her heart beats.

Visually all the man’s new perceptions can be identified through the use of different colours, each sense connected to a colour, following the Chakras theory.